We review some recent results regarding the problem of providing deterministic quality of service guarantees in slot-based virtual circuit switched networks. The concept of a service curve is used to partially characterize the service that virtual circuit connections receive. We nd that service curves provide a convenient framework for managing the allocation of performance guarantees. In particular, bounds on end-to-end performance measures can be simply obtained in terms of service curves and burstiness constraints on arriving tra c. Service curves can be allocated to the connections, and we consider scheduling algorithms that can support the allocated service curves. Such an approach provides the required degree of isolation between the connections in order to support performance guarantees, without precluding statistical multiplexing. Finally, we examine the problem of enforcing burstiness constraints in slot-based networks.
Introduction
Future high speed networks are expected to carry a variety of tra c types with diverse quality of service requirements. A large number of papers describing methodologies to bound quality of service in such integrated services networks have recently appeared; the references in this paper constitute a non-comprehensive list. In particular, rate based ow control (for example leaky bucket rate control) induces deterministic \burstiness constraints" on tra c streams, and \exact" analyses of queueing networks with respect to these constraints are possible.
Analysis of queueing networks with burstiness constraints were studied at length in 4] and 5]. In particular, achievable bounds on delay and bu ering requirements at a single network element were presented in 4]. In a virtual circuit switched network, packets from a connection are routed through a xed sequence of network elements, and 5] discusses bounds on endto-end delay that are obtained by adding up the bounds on delay at each network element. Although, the bounds at each network element are achievable, the end-to-end bounds on delay are not. Roughly speaking, if a packet su ers the worst possible delay at one network element, the packet will not su er the worst possible delay at the next hop. Parekh and Gallager 14] 15] present results which make use of this idea; more recent work has extended these results in other directions 6] 8] 16]. The aim of this paper is to review some of these results in a reasonably self-contained and uni ed way.
We will make heavy use of the concept of a service curve, which has its roots in the work of Parekh and Gallager 14] 15]. As we will see, a service curve partially characterizes the service received by a connection at a network element. Many scheduling policies studied in the literature induce a service curve for each connection under assumptions regarding the arriving tra c. In this paper, however, we will take the viewpoint that a service curve is allocated rather than being induced by a certain scheduling policy. For example, after service curves have been allocated, one can synthesize scheduling policies which support the allocated service curves, independent of any assumptions regarding the arriving tra c. This allows the required degree of isolation between connections in order to support performance guarantees and does not preclude statistical multiplexing. Service curves provide a particularly convenient structure for the management of deterministic quality of service guarantees, since end-to-end performance measures can easily be obtained in terms of them.
1
We now outline the remainder of this paper. In the next section, we brie y review the concept of a burstiness constraint. Section 3 de nes the concept of a service curve for a single network element and presents some results concerning tra c through the network element. Section 4 considers a tandem queue model that describes a connection in a virtual circuit switched network. After de ning the concept of a network service curve, we present some results which yield bounds on end-to-end performance measures in terms of burstiness constraints and network service curves. In Section 5, we consider the problem of scheduling in order to support service curves. We examine how burstiness constraints can be enforced in Section 6. In particular, we de ne a \regulator element" which is very similar to leaky bucket rate controllers that have been de ned in the literature, but is slightly more general. The results in Section 6 are analogous to results in 4] 5], but with more direct proofs. Finally, we conclude in Section 7 with some closing remarks.
Burstiness Constraints
Throughout this paper, we consider a discrete time model, where the time slots are numbered 0; 1; 2; : : :. The arrival of packets on a communication link is described by a function R. Speci cally, R n] denotes the number of packets owing on the link during slot n, which is a non-negative integer. We also de ne R s + 1; t] to be the number of packets owing on the link during the interval s + 1; t], i.e. R s + 1; t] = P t n=s+1 R n]. If s t, de ne R s + 1; t] = 0.
De nition: (Arrival Constraints) Given a non-decreasing function b( ), we say that R is b-smooth if R s + 1; t] b(t ? s) for all s and t satisfying s t. The inequality de ning smoothness is termed a \burstiness constraint," and b( ) is called an arrival curve. In the special case where b is a ne, say b(x) = + x, we say that R is ( ; )-smooth.
Note that since R is integer valued, if R is b-smooth, then it is also bbc-smooth, where bxc is the largest integer less than or equal to x. Figure 1 illustrates an example of an arrival curve, within the context of commonly discussed concepts of peak bandwidth, average bandwidth, and maximum burst length. (2) where x] + denotes maxfx; 0g. Note that this recursion is the same as that of the amount of work remaining in a work conserving queueing system whose arrivals are described by R, and has a service capacity of units of work per slot. This is why we call W (R) 
Analysis of a Single Network Element
Consider a network element fed by an arrival stream described by R in . The network element may be fed by other packet streams as well, but throughout this section we focus our attention on packets from this arrival stream. The departure of these packets from the network element is described by R out . We assume that the network element is empty at the end of slot zero. Therefore the number of packets from the stream stored in the network element at the end 
See Figure 2 for a graphical interpretation of these de nitions. For simplicity of exposition, we will assume that at most one packet departs the network element in each slot, i. } Note that the upper bound on delay in Theorem 1 has the graphical interpretation of being the maximum horizontal distance between the arrival curve b( ) and the service curve S( ), roughly speaking. This is illustrated in Figure 3 .
We next present an upper bound on B t], which is the maximum vertical distance between the arrival curve b( ) and the service curve S( ), roughly speaking.
Theorem 2 (Upper Bound on Backlog at a Network Element) Consider a network element that guarantees a service curve of S( ) and suppose that the input tra c to the element, R in , is b-smooth. Then 4 Tandem Queues
We next consider an abstraction of a virtual circuit connection in a packet switched network. The model we consider consists of H network elements in tandem. For example, each network element could represent a packet switch along the route of a given virtual circuit connection. Let R h?1 describe the tra c entering network element h, and suppose the tra c departing network element h feeds network element h + 1, for all h satisfying 1 h < H (see Figure 4 ). We also de ne R in = R 0 and R out = R H throughout this section. } Note again that the upper bound on delay in Theorem 4 has the graphical interpretation of being the maximum horizontal distance between the arrival curve b( ) and the network service curve S net ( ), roughly speaking.
The last result of this section is a burstiness constraint on the output tra c of the network R out , which yields a \departure curve."
Theorem 5 (Departure Curve) Suppose the network guarantees a service curve of S net ( ) and suppose that the input tra c to the system, R in , is b-smooth. Then (19) By considering the u that achieves the minimum in the de nition of Z(t; t), it is easily seen that the following inequality is necessary and su cient in order for the network element to guarantee a service curve of S m to connection m: R m out 1; t] Z m (t; t) for all t : (20) Consider the following scheduling policy, which we will see can guarantee each connection m a service curve of S m . Each packet arriving from connection m at time t is assigned a deadline D where the rst inequality follows from (22) . Combining this with (23), we obtain a contradiction to the hypothesis of the theorem.
}
As an example, Figure 5 illustrates two service curves that can simultaneously be delivered. In this example, connection 1 is only guaranteed a small throughput (since the asymptotic slope of S 1 is small) but receives high priority service (since the slope of S 1 is unity near the origin), in some sense. In contrast, connection 2 will potentially su er a large latency (since the slope of S 2 is zero near the origin) but is guaranteed a large throughput (since the asymptotic slope of S 2 is near unity).
Note that a connection might be allocated a service curve which is bounded above by a constant, say F. For example, such an allocation would be appropriate for a connection created in order to support a le transfer consisting of F packets. After the le transfer is completed, the connection would be torn down, and after an appropriate delay, the service curve could be de-allocated. This is an interesting area for future work.
In order to set up a connection, one possible framework for allocating the connection a given network service curve along a path of network elements is the following. First, the \spare capacity" at each network element along the path is identi ed, where Theorem 6 indicates the largest possible service curve that the network element can guarantee to the connection. Theorem 3 can then be utilized to calculate the largest possible network service curve that can be guaranteed to the connection.
In the framework described in the preceding paragraph, a connection is allocated a service curve at each network element, and Theorem 3 is used to calculate the resulting network service curve. For a given network service curve, the allocation of service curves at each network element is not unique. This raises the \budgeting" question of how to allocate the service curves at each network element in order to support a desired network service curve. Such an allocation at each network element is xed. Intuitively, the network might be able to simultaneously support more network service curves with a more exible approach.
This motivates another possible framework for scheduling to guarantee delivery of a network service curve. Deadlines could be assigned at the rst network element along the path of the connection, using the desired network service curve as a reference. Speci cally, suppose B 1 t] is the backlog at the end of slot t at the rst network element along the path of the connection, R in is the tra c o ered by the connection to the rst network element, and a network service curve of S net is to be delivered to the connection. In analogy with (19) (26), and these deadlines are utilized for EDF scheduling at all network elements. We leave this for future work. We conclude this section with the following example. Suppose that a connection generates tra c that is b-smooth for some b, and requires that end-to-end delay be at most d max slots. Then, using Theorem 4, this delay guarantee can be made if the connection is allocated the network service curve S net , where S net is equal to b( ) shifted d max units to the right, i.e. 6 Regulation
In this section, we examine how to transform an arbitrary tra c stream into one that is b-smooth. We rst de ne and analyze a network element, called a ( ; ) regulator, which implements \rate-based ow control". The parameters and will be assumed throughout to satisfy 1 and 0 < 1. We then examine the simultaneous use of several of these regulator elements and will see that a more general regulation mechanism results.
Let R in describe the arrivals to the ( ; ) regulator. For simplicity of exposition, we will assume that at most one packet arrives in each slot, i.e. R in t] 1 for each t. The departure of packets from the regulating element is described by R out . We assume that there are no arrivals before slot 1 and that the regulator is empty at the end of slot zero. Therefore the number of packets stored in the ( ; ) regulator at the end of slot t is given for all t, as desired. Note that corresponds to the token arrival rate in a leaky bucket regulator. The ( ; ) regulator is slightly more general than many common de nitions of a leaky bucket regulator. In many de nitions of a leaky bucket regulator, the token interarrival time is an integer number of slots, corresponding to being of the form = 1=n where n is an integer. On the other hand, we allow to be any real number satisfying 0 < 1. Proof: We proceed by induction on t. Both (a) and (b) hold vacuously for t = 0. We now assume that (a) and (b) hold when t is replaced by t ? 1 In this subsection we consider the series cascade of n regulator elements, where the m th element is a ( m ; m ) regulator, and m 1 for each m. We will see that this system is equivalent to the n regulator elements in parallel, in some sense.
Let R m describe the packet departures of the m th regulator element for each m, and R m?1 describe the arrivals to the m th regulator element for each m (see Figure 6 ). We also de ne R in = R 0 and R out = R n throughout this subsection. Let Consider also a system consisting of the n regulator elements in \parallel," whereby the incoming tra c stream is conceptually \cloned" n times and fed to each regulator element. A packet exits the system when all of its clones have left the regulator element they entered. In other words, a cloned packet which corresponds to an arrival during slot t su ers a delay of d(1= m ) W m (R 0 ) t] ? m ] + e in the m th regulator element, using Lemma 5. Thus, the corresponding packet will su er a system delay of max m:1 m n d
Closing Remarks
We have reviewed some recent results relevant to providing deterministic quality of service guarantees in virtual circuit switched networks. There are many interesting avenues for future work. For example, the results presented here may lead to insight for more traditional stochastic models for tra c. Some work along these lines has already been reported in 2] 13] 20]. It would be interesting if a similar concept to that of a service curve could be cast in a probabilistic framework. Another interesting direction for future work is formalizing a more dynamic notion of a service curve, whereby the allocation and de-allocation of service curves is explicitly contained within the model. Analysis with such a formalism will involve a transient queueing analysis. The problem of identifying the feasible set of network service curves that can be simultaneously guaranteed is also interesting. Theorems 3 and 6 provide a bound on this feasible set, and it would be interesting if Theorems 3 and 6 actually yield the feasible set. Finally, the problem of nding a practical implementation of the scheduling policies described in this paper needs to be examined further.
As a nal note, the methodology presented in the paper can be modi ed in a reasonably straightforward way to handle the practical situation where there are xed propagation delays between network elements. 
